INTRODUCTION
In order to heat the plasma in a small aspect ratio tokamak such as NSTX [1] or MAST [2] , Ono [3] has proposed a scheme using the fast wave at a high harmonic of the ion cyclotron frequency. He shows that in the high f3 plasma typical of small aspect ratio tokarnaks, effective heating of both electrons, by a combination of Landau damping and TTMP, and ions, by cyclotron damping, can take place. In this paper we derive an approximate second order equation to describe the propagation of the fast wave across the machine. In order to obtain the appropriate form of the equation and show that it gives physically reasonable results we use a plane slab geometry. The fast wave approximation, in its simplest form, replaces the hot plasma conductivity, an operator, with a local value calculated using the cold plasma perpendicular wavenumber. It yields good results for minority and second harmonic heating under standard tokamak conditions [4, 5] . In these problems it makes little difference whether the cold plasma value of k1. or the exact local value, coming from the full dispersion relation, is used. However, for the high f3 plasma we have found that it does make a significant difference. In the next section we show that this difference arises because there is a substantial contribution to energy transport from the particle kinetic flux. We then discuss the appropriate form of the fast wave equation to take account of this kinetic energy flux and present some preliminary results.
THE WAVE EQUATION
The objective of the fast wave approximation is to reduce the problem of wave CP403, Radio Frequency Power in Plasmas: 12th Topical Conference. edited by Ryan/lntratorpropagation across the field which,for large Larmor radius, involves very complicated integro-differential equations [6, 7, 8] , to a second order differential equation which gives a good approximation to the overall absorption and reflection of the wave but loses the distinction between local absorption and mode conversion.
The most obvious equation to try is of the form
where V(x,k~) is simply evaluated locally so as to give the correct local value of k 2. We regard V(x,k~) as a function of kx 2 since we wish to include incident and reflected waves in a symmetrical way. For a high fl plasma we find that quite different results are obtained depending on whether we use the exact local value of kx 2 or the cold plasma value. If the latter were acceptable, it would, of course allow us to avoid the calculation involved in finding the exact root.
The reason for this difference may be seen if we take the exact root to be given by k± = k I + ik 2 . Assuming k 2 << klwe can write
and derive the conservation relation
where we identify the three terms in this equation as the divergence of the Poynting flux, the dissipation rate and the divergence of the kinetic flux. However, the divergence of the kinetic flux only contains the rate of change of the wave intensity due to damping, not the effects of plasma inhomogeneity. We now outline a heuristic attempt to derive an equation which will include the extra contributions to the kinetic flux and give the correct overall energy balance in this wave propagation problem. When a small Larmor radius expansion is valid, we normally expand the conductivity as a series in k±and take the powers of k± to correspond to derivatives. In our case we cannot justify such an expansion. What we can do is argue that the dominant Fourier components present locally in the wave correspond to the incoming and reflected waves in the local approximation. We thus expand V(x,k~) by writing
v( x, kl) V(x, kg ) + (klav(x, kg )
"o, ~gk 2 (4) where k0 2 is the local solution of the dispersion relation. This satisfies k2o(X) = V(x,k g) but in taking the derivative we must, of course, take V to be the expression derived from the dielectric tensor, with Bessel functions summed over whatever harmonics are important. We now identify the term k~ with a second derivative acting on the field. Thus the procedure is similar to the standard small Larmor radius expansion, only now we are not saying that the change in the field is small over a Larmor radius, but rather that it is close to the rate of change given by the local wavenumber. By treating forward and backward propagating waves on the same footing, we can, unlike the standard WKB method, include reflected waves. We thus obtain the equation
In placing the derivatives in the form given in the second term we are simply working by analogy from the small Larmor radius case. In the WKB limit equation (5) can be shown to give the expected conservation law.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
The diagrams on the following page show some results for a plasma with Te=lkeV, Ti=0.3keV, plotting various quantities across the mid-plane of a tokamak of major radius 64cm. They show local values, with the electric field taken to have the same magnitude everywhere. In practice, the decay of the field across the plasma would have to be included, but the present plots give a better idea of the different contributions to energy transport. The first shows contributions to J.E from TTMP (2), electron Landau damping (3), cross terms (x) and from ions. Note that the ion contribution is negative. The following two diagrams show the dissipation coming from the individual terms, as in the first diagram, and for each species in total, and the last one shows the kinetic fluxes. Note that the negative J.E from the ions arises because of a change in the kinetic flux, and that ion dissipation is positive. The fact that the local transfer out of the ions into kinetic flux can outweigh the energy going into them from dissipation shows the importance of this flux. Further work will investigate in more detail the formulation of energy-conserving fast wave approximations and the contribution of kinetic fluxes to energy flow in the problem of high harmonic fast wave heating. 
